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Our Europe seems having a very small economic recovery even if the percentage is done only with 
decimals . Nowdays therefore promote  ideas  that  increase  the  sense of initiative and 
entrepreneurship, becomes strategic .  The Project DIST , "Digital Storytelling for spreading and 
promoting entrepreneurship" ,  is  born  with  the intent to awaken the "desire of enterprise". The 
DIST partners have made 60 interviews (15 per country) of  entrepreneurs   young,   innovative  and 
positive ,  who  talk  about  their  career  paths ,  their  stories ,  their  successes  but  also  the 
difficulties  faced  ( and solved ) ,  in  their  boot  path  of a company . 
 

The activities envisaged in the DIST are proceeding briskly and each partner  is  fulfilling  its  duties in 
the proper way .  The  basic  preliminary  work  has  been concluded , and now the partners are 
working to produce the intellectual outputs foreseen in the Project. 
 

Particularly they are producing a selection of 20 videos (5 per country) chosen from among the 60 
videos produced , which have the most interesting contents and , starting from ones , a 
Storytelling Guide for training, , some further videos expressly conceived for using by the 
Vocational Education Trainers , e-training for  internet courses , specifically designed for aspirant 
entrepreneurs and those entrepreneurs who want to awaken their desire for starting a company , 
or that simply require  comparing with experiences from other countries . 
 

In the month of June there was the first Mobility C1 at Arezzo (Italy) , where some trainers and 
researchers from each partner country , analyzed accurately all aspects of storytelling , during some 
very interesting courses. In the five days of the Mobility , were shown many videos and for the 
trainers / researchers participants , those days were also an opportunity to learn something about 
the beauty of arts of Arezzo and Tuscany . 
 

In November there was the third kick off meeting , held in  Arezzo  in  Italy ,  at  the  headquarters  
of  the  Italian partner Pratika , a very useful meeting to give a further boost to the DIST Project . 
ASEV , as Project leader governed perfectly the meeting , while Pratika hosted all the participants in 
a very comfortable way .  

       

November : DIST kick off meeting - Arezzo (Italy)                        June : DIST Mobility C1 – Arezzo (Italy)                                                           

NEXT STEPS 

In the next months , will be produced the Enhanced full videos , the VET videos , the Guide 
Storytelling and the e-courses for training . The e-courses will be usable by aspirant entrepreneurs 
and by entrepreneurs and will be the hearth of the whole project. The e-courses will be based on 
the videos and on the Guide and will be available also after the end of the Project itself . 
 

For  further  information  please  visit  the  web  site www.distproject.eu , from there it is possible to 
connect  to  the  Facebook  page  https://www.facebook.com/DIST-263214117355113/  the 
Linkedin page  or   sending messages  via Twitter . 
 
For more details on the Project , please contact the Project  leader  ASEV  at  the  following  address: 
g.rigoli@asev.it 
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